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AS OF 5/6/2013
Business Use Definition

ART Aggression Replacement Training x x x x x x x x Use when the court order or diversion agreement requries a juvenile to participate in aggression replacement training.

ANG Anger Management X X X X X X X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement requires a juvenile to participate in an anger management program. 

ANM Animal Cruelty Treatment X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement requires a juvenile to attend an educational class or treatment 
program for the prevention/treatment of animal cruelty.

APL Apology Letter X X X X X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement requires a juvenile to write a letter of apology. 

ARS Association Restrictions X X X X X X X Use when the court order defines individuals (e.g., codefendant, victim) or types of individuals (e.g., other youth on 
court supervision) with whom the juvenile cannot associate. 

BLB Bail / Bond X X X X X Use when the court order sets a bail or bond amount. 

CDA CDDA - Chemical Dep Disp Alt X
Use when the court orders a juvenile to comply with the terms/conditions of a Chemical Dependency Disposition 
Alternative (CDDA) order.  Use with Condition Code SUR for suspended JRA sentences.  Used alone (without SUR) 
will imply a local sanction sentence.

DAR CDDA - Revoked X Use when the court revokes the Chemical Dependency Disposition Alternative (CDDA) and orders the execution of 
suspended conditions.

CDV CDDA Evaluation X Use when the court orders a juvenile to complete an evaluation to determine his/her appropriateness for placement 
into the Chemical Dependency Disposition Alternative (CDDA) program.

CDJ Committed / Sentenced JRA X Use when the court order shows that the juvenile has been sentenced to the custody of JRA.
CSH Committed State Hosp X X X Use for mental health cases when a juvenile is committed to a state hospital.

JRL Committed to JRA/Local X Use exclusively when counties operate under contract with JRA to house committed juveniles in local detention 
centers and the order shows such a “local commitment.”

CSR Community Restitution X X X X X X Use when a court order or diversion agreement requires a juvenile to perform a number of community service work 
hours. 

CRC Community Restitution Credit/Convert X X X X X X Use when the court order indicates that the juvenile is to receive credit towards his/her community service work on the 
basis of some other activity performed or time served in detention.

CRW Community Restitution Work Crew X X X X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement indicates community service work crew or credit toward his/her 
community service is based on work crew performed.

CSP Community Supervision X X Use when the court places a juvenile on community supervision (i.e., probation). 

CSE Community Supervision Extended X X Use when the court order extends the initial length of community supervision. This code is not to be used when the 
court extends jurisdiction past the juvenile's 18th birthday (Use condition code EXJ instead).

CSC Community Supervision-Concurrent X X Use when the court places a juvenile on community supervision (i.e., probation) concurrent to another period of 
supervision. 

CSS Community Supervision-Consecutive X X Use when the court places a juvenile on community supervision (i.e., probation) consecutive to another period of 
supervision. 

CPE Competency Evaluation X X Use during a court or diversion process when juvenile is required to complete (or has completed) an evaluation to 
determine if they have sufficient capacity to understand the act or neglect and to know that it was wrong. 

CDE Compliance Date Extended X X X X X X X X X Use when a juvenile has been given an extension to complete the requirements of a court order or diversion 
agreement. 

COS Coordination of Services X X X X X X X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement requries a juvenile and parent(s) to participate in a Coordination of 
Services program.

CIP Counseling / Instruct Prgm X X X X X X X Use when a court order or diversion agreement requires the juvenile to attend a counseling and/or instructional 
program. 

CST Court Costs / Attorney Fees X X X X X X X Use when the court orders a juvenile to pay for court costs and/or attorney fees. 

CCW Court Costs Waived X X X X X X X Use when the court specifically waived the juvenile's responsibility for payment towards court costs at time of 
disposition.

CLF Crime Lab Analysis Fee X Use when the court assesses a crime lab analysis fee.
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Business Use Definition

CLS Crime Lab Fee Suspended X Use when the court assesses a crime lab analysis fee but suspends a portion or the full amount.
CLW Crime Lab Fee Waived X Use when the court assesses a crime lab analysis fee but waives the fee payment.

CCC Ct Cost / Atty Fee Credit/Convert X X X X X X X Use when the court order shows that court costs and/or attorney fees are converted to community restitution and/or 
detention time. 

CUR Curfew X X X X X X X Use when a court order or diversion agreement requires the juvenile be home by a certain time or during a certain 
time period. 

DER Decline Report X Use when the court orders that a decline of jurisdiction report be completed. 
DFT Default X X X X X X Use when a juvenile does not appear and a default order is entered in their absence. 

DPP Detained Pending Bail X X X X X X X X Use when, at a probable cause/first appearance or detention hearing, a juvenile has been detained pending the 
posting of bail.

DPC Detained Pending Charges X Use when, at a probable cause/first appearance or detention hearing, a juvenile has been detained pending the filing 
of charges.

DPH Detained Pending New Hearing X X X X X X X X Use when, at a predisposition hearing, the court orders a juvenile to be detained prior to final disposition of a matter.

DPE Detained Pending Release Eval X X X X X X X Use when, at a probable cause/first appearance or detention hearing, a juvenile has been detained pending the 
completion of a release evaluation.

DET Detained Release Violation X X X X X X X Use with Referral Reason 'Release Violation' to indicate the court has detained a juvenile after a release violation 
hearing.

DCS Detention Costs Set X X X X X X X Use when the court orders a juvenile to pay for detention costs. 
DCT Detention Credit Time Served X X X X X X X Use when the court orders credit for detention time served, prior to disposition. 
DCJ Detention Credit Time Svd-Jail X X X X X X Use when the court orders credit for jail time served, prior to disposition. 
DCR Detention Credit Time Svd-JRA X Use when the court orders credit for JRA time served, prior to disposition. 
DTR Detention Tour x x x x x Use when a Diversion Agreement or  court order requires a juvenile to tour  a detention facility.
DFA Diversion Fee Assessed X X Use when a fee is charged for juvenile court diversion services.
DFW Diversion Fee Waived X X Use when the diversion fee is waived at the time of agreement signing.

DSU Diversion Supervision X X Use when the diversion agreement subjects the juvenile to monitored behavioral restrictions for a specific time period.  
The length of time the juvenile has to comply with diversion conditions.

DNA DNA X Use when the court, due to the type of crime committed, orders that a DNA sample be collected. 
DNF DNA Collection Fee X Used when a DNA collection sample fee is assessed.

DNW DNA Collection Fee Waived X Used when a DNA collection sample fee is waived.

DOL    DOL-Abstract of Ct Record Sent X X Use to indicate that an Abstract of Court Record has been sent to the Department of Licensing (DOL) for an offense 
that requires DOL notification. 

DVA Domestic Violence Fee X Used when ordered at disposition to pay a domestic violence fee up to a maximum of $100.  Revenue is used for DV 
advocacy and prevention programs.  RCW 10.99.080

DVW Domestic Violence Fee Waived X Use when the Court waives the domestic violence fee collection (RCW 10-99-080).

ADEC Drug / Alcohol Educational Clinic X X X X X X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement requires a juvenile to attend a drug and alcohol education clinic.

DAE Drug Alcohol Evaluation / TX X X X X X X X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement requires a juvenile to complete a drug and alcohol evaluation and/or 
treatment. 

EHM Electronic Home Monitor X X X X X X X Use when the court orders a juvenile (either pre- or post-disposition) to be placed on the electronic home monitor. 

ESS Essay X X X X X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement requires a juvenile to write an essay.

EXJ Extended Jurisdiction X X Use when the court orders that juvenile court jurisdiction be extended past the juvenile’s 18th birthday.  For Truancy 
actions, use TOE condition code.

FIN Fine X X X X X X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement imposes a fine.
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Business Use Definition

FNC Fine Converted X X X X X X X Use when the court, pursuant to RCW 13.40.200, has modified a disposition order converting a fine or monetary 
penalty to community restitution hours.

FSU Fine Suspended X X X X X X X Use when the court imposes a fine, but the fine was either partially or fully suspended. 

FAE Firearm Enhancement X Use when the court finds the juvenile was armed with a firearm while committing a felony and imposes additional time 
to the sentence.

FPR Firearm Poss-Temp Restriction X
Use when firearm notification to DOL is not warranted, nor is DOL notification ordered by the court. However, the court 
has ordered/restricted the juvenile from possessing firearms during the term of jurisdiction for a particular case 
number.

FAN Firearm Revocation/Notification X Use when the court order notifies the juvenile or his/her loss of firearm privileges and to reflect that the Department of 
Licensing (DOL) will be notified. 

FIP Firesetter Intervention Program X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement requires the juvenile to participate in a fire setter intervention 
program.

FFT Functional Family Therapy X X X X X X X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement requires a juvenile's family to participate in Functional Family 
Therapy.

GAR Gang Activity Restriction X X
Use when a court order  or an addendum limits a juvenile’s actions by not proclaiming gang  membership by words or 
conduct , advocating gang activities, wear any gang insignia, show or flash gang signs.  Enables court to identify for 
statistical purposes juveniles who may be involved in gang related activities.

GRS Geographical Restrictions X X X X X X X Use when a court order or diversion agreement imposes geographical restrictions. 
HVT HIV Testing / Counseling X Use when the court orders HIV testing and/or counseling.

HSA House Arrest X X X X X X Use when the court order specifies that the juvenile is under house arrest, not necessarily in lieu of detention.

JXA Jurisdiction Expired - age X X X X X Use when the legal jurisdiction expired due to juvenile's age.
JXR Jurisdiction Transfer X X X X X X X Use when the court orders the case to be transferred to another jurisdiction.  
KRG Kidnapping Offender Registration X Use when the court orders a juvenile to register as a kidnapper.
MID Manifest Injustice Down X Use when the court has utilized manifest injustice findings to decrease a standard range sentence.

MII Manifest Injustice In X Used when the court has utilized manifest injustice findings to increase a standard range sentence, from a local 
sanction standard range to a JRA commitment.

MIU Manifest Injustice Up X Used when the court has utilized manifest injustice findings to increase a standard range sentence, except when the 
increase is from a local sanction standard range to a JRA commitment. In this case the 'MI in' code should be used

MHE Mental Health Evaluation X X X X X X X X Use when the court orders that a mental health evaluation be completed.
MHP Mental Health TX X X X X X X X Use when the court orders the juvenile to participate in an outpatient mental health program.

MHA MHDA - Mental Health Disp Alt X
Use when the court orders a juvenile to comply with the terms/conditions of a Mental Health Disposition Alternative 
(MHDA) order.  Use with Condition Code SUR for suspended JRA sentences.   Use alone (without SUR) will imply a 
local sanction sentence.

MHR MHDA - Revoked X Use when the court revokes the Mental Health Disposition Alternative (MHDA) and orders the execution of suspended 
conditions.

OEP On-line Educational Program X X X X X Use when the court order or diversion contract specifically orders the juvenile to enroll and participate in an on-line 
educational program.

SAR Option B - Revoked X Use when the court revokes the Suspended Disposition Alternative (Option B) and orders the execution of the 
suspended conditions. 

SSA Option B - Suspended Disp Alt X
Use when the court imposes a determinant standard range disposition, but suspends the execution of the disposition 
and orders the juvenile to comply with one or more local sanctions and any educational and/or treatment 
requirement(s).

PYS Parent / Youth Seminar X X X X X X X X Use when a court order (offender or non-offender) or diversion agreement requires the juvenile and parent to attend 
an information or education class.
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PCS Parent to Compel School Attend X Use when the court order shows that the parent(s) have been ordered to ensure that the youth attend school as 
required.  This condition reflects the court’s expectation that the parent is responsible for the child’s conduct.

PAV Penalty Asmt / CVCF X Use when the court orders payment to the Crime Victim Compensation Fund.

PAC Penalty Asmt / CVCF Credit / Convert X Use when the court order shows that the crime victims fund assessment is converted to community restitution or 
detention time served.

CVW Penalty Asmt / CVCF Waived X Use when the court waived the juvenile's responsibility for payment towards the Crime Victims Compensation Fund at 
time of disposition.

PGA Permanency Plan Achieved X X Use when the court approved permanency plan has been achieved.

MCP Placed in Community / Conditions X X X X X X X X Use when the permanency plan goals in either a dependency or developmental disability case have been achieved.

CDF Placement Foster Home X X X X X Use always to imply that a dependency, At-Risk Youth, or CHINS petition was sustained and the court has ordered 
DSHS to have custody; the type of living arrangement is as specified here.

CDG Placement Group Home X X X X X Use always to imply that a dependency, At-Risk Youth, or CHINS petition was sustained and the court has ordered 
DSHS to have custody; the type of living arrangement is as specified here.

CSD Placement TX Facility X X X X X Use always to imply that a dependency, At-Risk Youth, or CHINS petition was sustained and the court has ordered 
DSHS to have custody; the type of living arrangement is as specified here.

CFA Placement w/ Father X X X X X
Use always to imply that a dependency, At-Risk Youth, or CHINS petition was sustained and the court has ordered 
DSHS to have custody; the type of living arrangement is as specified here.  May also be used to document dismissal 
placement status.

CIN Placement w/ Individual / guardian X X X X X
Use always to imply that a dependency, At-Risk Youth, or CHINS petition was sustained and the court has ordered 
DSHS to have custody; the type of living arrangement is as specified here.  May also be used to document dismissal 
placement status, including adoptions.

CMO Placement w/ Mother X X X X X
Use always to imply that a dependency, At-Risk Youth, or CHINS petition was sustained and the court has ordered 
DSHS to have custody; the type of living arrangement is as specified here.  May also be used to document dismissal 
placement status.

CTP Placement w/ Parents X X X X X
Use always to imply that a dependency, At-Risk Youth, or CHINS petition was sustained and the court has ordered 
DSHS to have custody; the type of living arrangement is as specified here.  May also be used to document dismissal 
placement status.

CDR Placement w/ Relative X X X X X
Use always to imply that a dependency, At-Risk Youth, or CHINS petition was sustained and the court has ordered 
DSHS to have custody; the type of living arrangement is as specified here.  May also be used to document dismissal 
placement status.

PJC    Post-Sup Cost Owed X X Use when a juvenile’s term of community supervision has lapsed and, pursuant to the same order of disposition, the 
juvenile has unpaid court costs.

PJV    Post-Sup CVCF Owed X X Use when a juvenile’s term of community supervision has lapsed and, pursuant to the same order of disposition, the 
juvenile has unpaid crime victim assessment.

PJL    Post-Sup LFO Owed X X
Use when a juvenile’s term of community supervision has lapsed and, pursuant to the same order of disposition, the 
juvenile has unpaid legal financial obligations (LFO).  If a more specific identification of the LFO is desired see codes 
(PJC), (PJR) and (PJV).

PJR    Post-Sup Restitution Owed X X Use when a juvenile’s term of community supervision has lapsed and, pursuant to the same order of disposition, the 
juvenile has unpaid restitution.

POC    Previous Order Continued X X X X X X X
This code applies to both offender, non-offender and dependency dispositions reviewed by the court. May be used 
when a review of prior dispositions has taken place and there is no change in the conditions, penalties or sentence of 
the court.

PSH Protective Supervision X X Use when there is a specific statement in an interim or final dependency order that the child needs the protective 
supervision of the responsible agency.
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PDP Purge Assignment - Pre-Detention X X X X X Use when the court orders conditions, which if met by the juvenile, will purge a term of confinement prior to its 
execution. 

PUR Purged From Detention X X X X X Use when the court elects to purge the remaining days of detention imposed pursuant to a contempt.

RRA Reading / Report Assignment X X X X X X Use when a reading and/or report assignment is given to a juvenile either as a disposition condition in a diversion 
agreement.

RDB Released from Detention Bail X X X X X X X Use when, at a predisposition hearing, a juvenile is released from detention after having posted bail.

RHA Released on House Arrest X X X X X X X Use when, at a predisposition hearing, the court releases a juvenile from detention and places him/her on a house 
arrest status.

RPR Released Personal Recognizance X X X X X X X Use when a juvenile is arrested and released from detention prior to going to court, or when a youth is released from 
custody following a detention hearing.

RAP Reside at Approved Placement X X X X X X X Use when the court order shows that the juvenile is to reside in a home that has been approved by the court.

RES Restitution X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement shows the juvenile is required to pay restitution to one or more 
victims.

RJS Restitution - Joint & Several X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement shows the juvenile is required to pay restitution, joint and several, to 
one or more victims.

RED Restitution to be Determined X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement indicates that restitution has been ordered, but the amount is to be 
determined at a later date.

RSW Restitution Waived X X Use when the court, pursuant to RCW 13.40.190, orders restitution payments waived at the time of sentencing.

REV Review - Possible Dep Petition X X Use when at the CHINS or ARY hearing, the court has ordered the Department of Social and Health Services to 
review the case to determine whether the case is appropriate for a dependency petition.

RAT Risk Assessment X X X X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement indicates that the juvenile is to undergo a risk assessment as a 
condition of supervision or diversion.

RBG Rstrct/Poss of Burg/Graff tools X X Use when the court order or diversion contract restricts the juvenile from possessing Burglary or Graffiti tools.

SCH School Attendance Ordered X X X X X X Use to record that a juvenile was ordered to attend school.

SBC Sentenced Basic Training X Use when the court order shows that a youth was ordered to a Basic Training Camp pursuant to legislation enact in 
1994.

SDR Sentenced Day Reporting X X X X X X Used when a juvenile is ordered to participate in a day reporting program.

SAW Sentenced Det Alt: Work Crew X X X X X X X Use when a juvenile is ordered to serve detention time, but is allowed to serve the time in an alternative program, 
specifically work crew. 

SAT Sentenced Det Alternative X X X X X X X Use when a juvenile is ordered to serve detention time, but is allowed to serve the time in an alternative program.

SPC Sentenced Det w/Purge Condition X X X X X Use when the court order shows the juvenile is sentenced on civil matters to served time in detention with purge 
conditions.

STD Sentenced Detention X X X X X X X Use when the court order shows the juvenile is sentenced to serve time in detention.
SFC Sentenced Foster Care X Use when the court orders a juvenile to be confined to foster care.
SGC Sentenced Group Care X Use when the court orders a juvenile to be confined to group care.

SIP Sentenced Inpatient TX X Use when the court order shows that a youth was ordered to an Inpatient Substance Abuse Program pursuant to 
legislation enact in 1994.

STJ Sentenced Jail X X X X X X Use when the court order shows that the offender has been sentenced to serve time in a jail instead of a detention 
center.

SOX Sex Offend Reg Reqmt Terminated X Use when the court releases a juvenile from his/her responsibility of registering under the statute as a sex offender.

REG Sex Offender Registration X Use when the court orders a juvenile to register as a sex offender.
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SAY Sexually Aggressive Youth Prgm X X X X X X

Use when the Prosecutor finds that probable cause exists to believe that a juvenile has engaged in acts that would 
constitute a sex offense, but the prosecutor or judge has determined that the juvenile cannot be prosecuted for the 
alleged sex offense because the juvenile is incapable of committing a crime as provided in RCW 9A.04.050, and in 
compliance with RCW 26.44.160 the prosecutor refers the juvenile to DSHS as a sexually aggressive youth.

SAC Shoplifting Awareness Clinic X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement requires the juvenile to attend a shoplifting awareness clinic.

SSR SSODA - Revoked X Use when the court revokes the Special Sex Offender Disposition Alternative (SSODA) and orders the execution of 
suspended conditions.

SDA SSODA - Spec Sex Offend Disp Alt X
Use when the court orders a juvenile to comply with the terms/conditions of a Special Sex Offender Disposition 
Alternative (SSODA) order.  Use with Condition Code SUR for suspended JRA sentences.   Use alone (without SUR) 
will imply a local sanction sentence.

SSE SSODA Evaluation X Use when the court orders a juvenile to undergo an evaluation to determine his/her appropriateness for placement 
into the Special Sex Offender Disposition Alternative (SSODA) program.

SUM Summer School X X X X X Used when the court order or diversion contract specifically orders the juvenile to enroll and attend a summer school 
program.

SUD Suspended Sentence - Detention X X X X X X X Use when the court order sentences the juvenile to a term of confinement in juvenile detention and suspends 
imposition of the detention time based on the performance of certain tasks.

SSI Suspended Sentence - Imposed X X X X X X X Use when the court order imposes a previously suspended sentence.  

SUJ Suspended Sentence - Jail X X X X X X Use when the court order sentences the offender (over 18) to a term of confinement in the county jail and suspends 
imposition of the jail time based on the performance of certain tasks.

SUR Suspended Sentence - JRA X

Use when the court imposes a determinant disposition, either in the standard range or by manifest injustice (up or 
down), but suspends the execution of the disposition, places the youth on community supervision under a Special Sex 
Offender Disposition Alt (SSODA), Chemical Dependency Disposition Alt (CDDA), Suspended Disposition ALt (Option 
B), or Mental Health Disposition Alt (MHDA).

TPP Truancy - Parent Penalty X Use when the court order finds the parent(s) in violation of the mandatory school attendance statute and imposes a 
penalty of either a fine or community service work.

TOE Truancy Order Extended X Use when the court order extends the period of time that a youth is under court supervision for his/her truant behavior.

TUT Tutoring X X X X X Use when the court order or diversion contract specifically orders the juvenile to participate in a tutoring program.

UAN Urine Analysis Testing X X X X X X X X Use when the court order requires the juvenile to submit random or regular urine analysis.

VIP Victim Impact Panel X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement requires the juvenile to attend a program which addresses the 
impact of their actions on their victim(s).

VRM Victim Reconcil / Mediation X X Use when the offender has been referred for victim reconciliation/mediation.

VPL Vol Out-of-Home Placement X X X X X X Use when the court has approved a voluntary out-of-home placement requested by the parent, or requested by the 
child and approved by the parent.

PAT Voluntary Placement Terminated X X X X X X Use this code in developmental disability cases where a party to the voluntary placement agreement has terminated 
the agreement pursuant to RCW 13.34.270.

WKS Workshop X X X X Use when the court order or diversion agreement requires the juvenile to attend a class or workshop (e.g., Youth 
Success Workshop)
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